


Your LATE NITE ART Experience.

Our interactive workshop engages participants in a collaborative process 
using facilitated dialogue, paint, and storytelling. In fast-paced intervals, 
participants illustrate their responses to evocative questions, working 
individually, in pairs and small groups.

 
is a creative experience lab based in Oakland, California. Our facilitated 
engagements inspire participants to break through their social and creative 
walls, unlocking new possibilities for collaboration. After 150+ events on four 
continents, with 6,000+ people, LATE NITE ART has translated into a 
cross-cultural success. Whether working with corporate executives, 
engineers, students, or entrepreneurs, the response has been consistent: an 
increased creative confidence, group cohesion, and a willingness to take new 
risks.
 

LATE NITE ART, LLC
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Our debrief allows participants to apply insights and learnings from the 
experience into their lives, workplaces and dynamics as a group.   

REFLECTION   

Over two hours, participants engage in a rapid innovation session that 
encourages risk taking, creative thinking, and connection with each other. 
They illustrate their responses to successive, evocative questions, working 
individually, in pairs, and small groups. Each question is customized based on 
client’s desired outcomes and needs, creating a tailored program. The 
facilitator plays carefully-selected music to accompany each question, building 
an environment for meaningful conversations, playfulness, and  thoughtful 
reflection. At regular intervals, participants rotate to a new chair, building on 
the drawings and ideas of people prior to them. 

The impact: they start to let go of judgments about their own work, and step 
into a heightened creative state. This process allows the participants to 
create one impressive, collaborative art piece, which captures the stories and 
mark of each person. 

COLLABORATIVE EXPERIENCE

Participants gather around banquet tables, covered with heavy weight 
paper, and decorated with art tools. After a short introduction from the 
facilitator, participants respond to a warm-up question in pairs. This is 
followed by an interactive exercise to release judgement and criticism, 
creating a safe space for the workshop to unfold.
 

WELCOME 

THE LATE NITE ART FLOW



THE IMPACT
We surveyed our past clients*, and learned that LATE NITE ART:

• Provides an unforgettable, out-of-the-box experience
• Builds positive relationships that strengthen employee retention
• Re-connects people to the organization’s vision and values
• Enhances employee well-being by deepening group trust
• Addresses current problems with fresh, creative brainstorming
• Increases participants’ creative confidence, helping them take risks

* Past clients include: Clif Bar, Zendesk, Gap, Pandora, Peet’s Coffee, SAP, 
P&G, Humana, Mexico Tourism Board, US Probation Office
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Why We Worked Together
In September 2017, we brought together 115 people from 5 teams on 
Accenture’s account with Kaiser Permanente. The goal: to collaborate across 
teams, and celebrate good work. 

How It Succeeded 
After this unforgettable team gathering, our client relayed that LATE NITE 
ART:
● Created common ground for team members from different cultures to 

get to know each other more personally
● Increased exchange of ideas and communication across regions
● Engaged various learning and participation styles

Why We Worked Together
In June 2017, we partnered with Yahoo’s Digital Video Services team 
on the day after they were acquired by Verizon. The goal: to help 
create a culture for this new team coming together from 4 countries. 

How It Succeeded 
Being the first team event post-acquisition, LATE NITE ART:
● Built trust between a new leader and his diverse team
● Used creativity as a tool to explore company purpose and values
● Generated excitement and good employee relationships in the 

wake of a big merger 

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT 
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“As someone who hosts regular large team meetings, I can say with 
sincerity that I rarely find an event that does such an effective job 
building teams, memories and laughter on such a large scale. It is 
something that I will never forget and hope to participate in again 
soon.”

Leslie Anderson
Sr. Director - Head of Field HR 
Gap Inc. 

“LATE NITE ART kicked off our annual staff training in an 
amazing fashion! I feel so lucky to have had the chance to 
introduce our staff to this special process and experience.” 

Kathryn Jarvis
Chief of Staff
US Federal Probation Office
District of Kentucky  

“LATE NITE ART did an amazing job creating the space for our 
team to collaborate and get to know each other in new ways. 
Looking around the table, it was great to see everyone so present, 
laughing and enjoying each others' company. It is a meaningful 
experience I could see our team learning and growing from over 
and over again.”

Holly Cobbold
HR Manager, Clif Bar 

“Thank you for a night that will go down in Pandora history!”

Kate LeBlanc
Sr. Manager, Sales Training and Development



OUR CLIENTS 
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JOIN THE TABLE
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http://20art.com

